
Speed Map – 1000 Guineas (05/05/2024)
(Information as at 4 May, 12noon )
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Newmarket Racecourse | 05/05/2024 | 10:40pm (GB Time: 3:40pm) 
S2-1 | 1000 Guineas | Turf | 1600M (Straight)

Likely Positions After Settling

A big field, plenty that like to be prominent and a likely fast pace. STAR MUSIC and STAR STYLE will probably take them along up the middle of the course. PORTA FORTUNA could be well up there 

on the stands’ side and PRETTY CRYSTAL at the head of affairs on the far side. RAMATUELLE was near the front last time, but was too keen on her reappearance and should settle better and come 

from off the pace. FALLEN ANGEL won’t be too far back, but YLANG YLANG tends to lack early pace and can be expected to be staying on late. She will have a lot of traffic to negotiate.

Pace : AVERAGE


